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Abstract: Soundscape research has been gaining prominence in studies on the built environment.
The soundscape concept is defined as the acoustic environment as perceived and/or understood by
a person in context. Compared with traditional building acoustics, the soundscape concept brings
interesting perspectives—but also challenges—for undergraduate architectural curricula, where it
tries to strike a balance between qualitative and quantitative methodologies, a theoretical approach
that in the context of soundscape studies it is often referred to as ‘triangulation’. Starting from realworld higher education courses, the aim of this paper is to examine how the soundscape approach
can be integrated into teaching building acoustics at the undergraduate level in architectural courses.
Methods such as soundwalks, acoustic measurements, and computational simulations that are
commonly used in soundscape research are introduced in educational projects as tools for students
to experience, analyse, and articulate the narrative around the sound environment to inform their
design concepts and details.
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1. Introduction
In architectural disciplines, there is an increased interest in pursuing environmental
quality and human comfort. Research and concepts such as liveable cities, healthy cities are
all calling for design revolutions to improve well-being and quality of life for people and
communities. Unlike daylight and thermal comfort, acoustic design has historically been
marginalised and considered as an engineering element mostly meant for acousticians,
i.e., mostly outside the remit of ‘designers’. This is also often true within the framework
of architectural education, where essentials of room acoustics are only taught in ‘some
architectural schools with an engineering focus and embedded in either building physics
or architecture technology courses’ [1]. Taking the UK as an example, the accreditation document of architectural courses has not given specific requirements on the acoustics training
aspect. It is only mentioned in GC9, together with the other environmental elements that
graduates need to know the principles associated with designing acoustic environments [2].
However, national institutions and agencies have published building regulations specific to
the acoustic environment—BS 8233:2014 Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction
for buildings. For schools and hospitals, further design guidance has been published,
such as the Building Bulletin 93: Acoustic design of schools: performance standards and
Health Technical Memorandum 08-01: Acoustics. The benchmarks of acoustic parameters
in these regulatory documents are critical to set acoustic design objectives and assess the
acoustic qualities in the design process. These professional requirements demand an active
approach to acoustic design education in architectural disciplines.
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The soundscape concept has offered an alternative approach to exploring and designing acoustic environments, linking the science domain to art and humanities. Defined by
ISO 12913-1:2014, a soundscape is the ‘acoustic environment as experienced and/or understood by a person in a context’ [3]. The concept originated from Schafer’s exploration into
the ecology of the sonic environment and the relationship between people and sounds in
the built environment [4]. It shifted the focus from noise pollution to a narrative about sonic
environments across disciplines—art, architecture, music, geography, and planning. One
of the key questions frequently asked about soundscape is its difference from the acoustic
environment [5]. The acoustic environment can be considered as the physical phenomenon,
whilst soundscape is a perceptual outcome related to a given acoustic environment, where
the human auditory experiences (via listening) and individuals’ sociocultural context play
important roles. It emphasises the perceived qualities of the acoustic environment and the
context of places. Soundscape research has developed from standardising the definition
and assessment to specifying the perceptual indicators. Soundscape research considers
sounds not just as an environmental element but also as a socio-cultural component and
even cultural heritage.
Existing soundscape research has offered frameworks that can be referred to for acoustic
design and education alternatively. Brown [6] suggests defining the acoustic objectives is
key in the planning and design of urban soundscape. The wanted and unwanted sounds
can be dealt with four principles—separate, remove, mask, and enhance. Shafer introduces
a typology of sounds in the built environment to understand the sonic characteristics of
places—ambient sounds, sound marks, keynote sounds, and signal sounds. Aletta et al. [7]
summarise three approaches to investigate acoustic environment with different methods and tools: (1) in situ experiences via behavioural observations and soundwalks;
(2) simulation and reproduction via laboratory experiments with subjective evaluations and
physiological measurements; (3) recalled memories via narratives. Educational modules
of soundscape could be considered from four areas: concepts and terms, measurements,
analysis, and evaluation.
Educators in architectural and design disciplines have started to experiment with these
soundscape frameworks and data collection methods, to teach about acoustic environments,
but challenges remain to implement these theoretical frameworks into teaching. Situated
listening through soundwalks has been used as a primary method to engage students with
the acoustic environment. As Harvey [8] (p.136) suggests:
‘While design students are visually astute, their listening skills and general awareness
of the acoustic environment is often underdeveloped. However, their ability to imagine
spaces in three dimensions and consider the motion of an observer through space is an
important skill that can be harnessed when researching actual, or designing a virtual
soundscape.’
Sound diaries, recordings, and maps to document the aural experiences are commonly
used along with soundwalks. The measurement of sound pressure levels and the basics
of reverberation time and acoustic materials are useful to the description of the acoustic
environments. For design studios, visualising the acoustic environment and developing
a design strategy to respond to the sonic features is critical. For research purposes, it is
essential to teach step by step from concepts and terms to measurements and analysis that
enables the scientific interpretation of analysed data [9]. A few challenges are identified:
(1) the engagement with the digital tools to simulate the acoustic environments and ways
to represent acoustic design ideas [10]; (2) the lack of laboratory settings for experiments
also limits the pedagogical integration; (3) the communication of the complexity of the
subject and the scientific concepts involved.
Being aware of these challenges, this paper aims to determine to what extent we
should integrate soundscape research in undergraduate architectural education. Taking
the reflective practice approach, we compared the differences in the teaching and learning
process between sound engineering students and architectural design students through
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four educational projects delivered between 2015 and 2020 at different higher education
institutions in the UK.
2. Methodological Considerations and Case Studies
2.1. The Reflective Practice
The reflective practice approach is often used in pedagogical studies in higher education. Schön [11] suggests that reflections on the actions taken in professional practice
are inquiries into the epistemology of practice. It is also a way of better understanding the
‘intuitive’ knowledge involved in actions, as well as producing new insights into further
actions. Reflection initiates conversations on the failures and successes of past experiences,
in situ observations, and decision-making processes [12,13]. Mezirow [14] argues that reflection should critically question the content and process involved in the experience. Plack and
Greenberg [15] suggest using questions to facilitate critical thinking in a reflective inquiry.
This study can be described in two stages: In 2019, a preliminary inquiry was conducted through a focus group, with all authors reflecting on three undergraduate educational projects (projects 1–3), delivered with students from sound engineering and
architecture. Project 4 (2020) details a new joint educational project for third-year architectural undergraduate students; a follow-up inquiry through a focus group discussion
to reflect on the delivery of the design educational project was conducted in 2021. The
focus group discussion is used as the method to collect data on the reflections for both
stages. During the discussion, a few questions were asked: What was the objective of using
the soundscape approach in the project? To what extent the soundscape concepts and
theories were delivered? How was the learning transformed from acoustics to soundscape?
What challenges were experienced? Key themes were summarised from the conversations,
discussed in the context of scientific literature, and analysed in light of students’ feedback
from the module reviews.
2.2. The Soundscape Educational Projects
2.2.1. Project 1—Implementing Waterscape Sound to Mask Traffic Noise
Waterscapes are suggested to be effective in masking traffic noise in urban spaces [16].
For acousticians, it is essential to understand the underlying scientific principles to implement this into future projects. Working with a Level 6 BSc Sound Engineering and
Production student from Birmingham City University, the project involved analysing and
redesigning the waterscape sound spectrum at Wisley Gardens and Cottage Gardens to
mask the traffic noise more effectively. Measurements and listening tests [17] were introduced to assess and verify the results (Figure 1). The pairing of water feature and traffic
noise follows the method outlined in You et al. [18], in which traffic noise at two constant
SPLs of 55 and 75 dBA (LAeq,20s ) and water sounds (LAeq,20s ) were presented at various
levels from −6 to +6 dB in five 3-dB steps. In our experiment, participants selected the
minimum level of water feature sound that they felt adequately masked the corresponding
road traffic noise. A video of the water feature was played concurrently, allowing participants
to experience visual as well as auditory stimuli. The tests were set up with a constant level
of traffic noise and a water feature sound that could start at −∞ dB or +12 dB, allowing any
bias that came from masking sound gradually increasing or decreasing to be explored. Fader
levels for each participant were logged, and a box-and-whisker plot shows the effectiveness of
each water feature. Spectrogram plots comparing the traffic and water feature spectrums were
also consulted to understand frequencies at which the traffic noise might have more impact.
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Loudness is an important perceptual factor in soundscape assessment, particularly
in spaces such as libraries. However, the design of public library spaces in the contemporary context has challenged the traditional premises to be silent [21]. A 10-week technical
investigation project with Level 6 architectural students from Birmingham School of Architecture and Design aimed to assess and improve the acoustic design for the Library of
Birmingham. Students conducted soundwalks in groups and subjective evaluations of the
perceived loudness via binaural listening with measurements of LAeq through a mobile
app called the I-Audio tool [22] at different stops. Focus group discussions were conducted
to analyse the group data and propose strategies to improve areas where the perceived
loudness was inappropriate to the library layout and function. They were asked to render
or visualise their interventions and test how effective the proposed solutions were using
a freely available acoustic simulation software I-Simpa [23] (Figure 3). In addition to the
lectures on soundscape and acoustics basics, students were offered workshops on acoustic
simulation software. The visual observations have been a key driver in their interpretation
of the data and relate to the spatial planning of the library. However, for the various data
forms collected, some students were struggling to identify their focuses to produce design
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2.2.3. Project 3—Assess and Improve the Acoustic Environment in Libraries
Loudness is an important perceptual factor in soundscape assessment, particularly
in spaces such as libraries. However, the design of public library spaces in the contemporary context has challenged the traditional premises to be silent [21]. A 10-week technical
investigation project with Level 6 architectural students from Birmingham School of Architecture and Design aimed to assess and improve the acoustic design for the Library of
Birmingham. Students conducted soundwalks in groups and subjective evaluations of the
perceived loudness via binaural listening with measurements of LAeq through a mobile
app called the I-Audio tool [22] at different stops. Focus group discussions were conducted to analyse the group data and propose strategies to improve areas where the perceived loudness was inappropriate to the library layout and function. They were asked to
render or visualise their interventions and test how effective the proposed solutions were
using a freely available acoustic simulation software I-Simpa [23] (Figure 3). In addition
to the lectures on soundscape and acoustics basics, students were offered workshops on
acoustic simulation software. The visual observations have been a key driver in their interpretation of the data and relate to the spatial planning of the library. However, for the
various data forms collected, some students were struggling to identify their focuses to
produce design responses. The most common responses were to deal with areas affected
by the escalator noise, using sound baffles and absorption materials tested in I-Simpa.
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2.2.4. Project 4—Understand the Acoustic Spirituality in Worship Spaces
Acoustic environments in worship spaces are considered important to spatial qualities [24]. In particular, reverberation is critical in worship spaces, where the geometry and
volume are unique to the design. Working with Level 6 architectural students from Bir-
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2.2.4. Project 4—Understand the Acoustic Spirituality in Worship Spaces
Acoustic environments in worship spaces are considered important to spatial qualities [24]. In particular, reverberation is critical in worship spaces, where the geometry
and volume are unique to the design. Working with Level 6 architectural students from
Birmingham School of Architecture and Design, this project asked how geometry and
materiality influence acoustic spirituality in such spaces via case studies. Due to COVID-19,
students were asked to conduct desk research about the given case and conduct simulations
in I-Simpa (Figure 4). In this six-week project, lectures on the acoustic basics and workshops
on the simulation software were given. Although when interpreting the data, students
relied on the visual representations from the software, they could understand and explain
the reverberation time (T30 ) from the simulation results in relation to the materials and
Sustainability 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW
7 of 11
geometries of buildings. Based on the results, they were also able to make proposals for
repurposing such buildings in the future taking a sustainable approach.
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Soundscape introduces the links between acoustic environments and sociology, culture, and history of places through individual experiences and thinking. This offers op-
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Soundscape introduces the links between acoustic environments and sociology, culture,
and history of places through individual experiences and thinking. This offers opportunities for educators to bridge the science of acoustics to the design language and concepts
with which architectural students are familiar. However, the implementation of the psychoacoustic parameters as a language to describe the felt quality of acoustic environments
has pros and cons. We organised the focus group discussions to ensure the understanding
of each parameter is the same. This is a calibration process to ensure that students can work
as a group to discuss the subjective data collected. However, when it comes to subjective
evaluations and interpretation of data, students found it difficult. For example, one student
from Project 3 questioned:
‘I can work with the measured data and simulation. But I don’t know how to use the
subjective data. If the subjective data collected cannot be used to generalise perceptions of
the acoustic environments, how much shall we refer to it when analysing the data and
define our design objectives? How can we predict perceptions?’
Although soundscape works as an icebreaker to the introduction to the building
acoustics, we should be clear about the difference between the two. The primary focus
should still be understanding the impact of architectural design (e.g., geometry, materials,
scale) on the acoustic environments. As educators, it is a challenge to be clear about
why we use the soundscape concept in our teaching, and how much we are including
soundscape-related research questions. The four projects all started with introducing the
soundscape concept whilst taking different approaches to using existing research and
frameworks in the project design and teaching. Research findings on specific architectural
or urban elements such as the waterscape sound can mask traffic noise and contribute
to well-being can be used to push for detailed acoustic design solutions in educational
projects. For example, the urban soundscape design research conducted in the SONORUS
Project [25] offers design guidance to deal with urban traffic noise. Tasks to repeat data
collection and analysis are useful at the start of the project to situate students in the learning
environment. Theoretical soundscape frameworks such as the perceptual model used in
Project 2 and the soundscape model in ISO standards are sometimes difficult for students
to engage with, without further interpretations and examples. Educators need to transform
the theoretical findings to practical implementations to site explorations, communications,
or design approaches with examples. Comparing Projects 2 and 3, looking at one or two
parameters from the framework might be easier to set the learning tasks and identify the
corresponding acoustic concepts.
3.2. The Mindset Matters
Comparing Project 1 with the other projects, we realised that architectural students are
more interested in spatial geometry, visual representations, and acoustic materials rather
than acoustic specifications, which the sound engineering students preferred instead. In
Project 4, we used an architectural theoretical concept—spirituality—to link acoustic concepts to the design and artistic thinking of worship spaces. Listening to the choral singing
in churches and chanting in mosques via video clips on YouTube, students were motivated
to describe their perceptions and explore how acoustics works to achieve emotive quality.
The difference of learning interests in acoustics between sound engineering students and
architectural students indicates a design-concept-oriented approach to teaching acoustics
for architectural disciplines. Apart from the typology of sounds by Schafer [4], interesting
concepts from soundscape research can also link to spatial thinking and design. For example, Augoyard and Torgue [26] have constructed a list of sonic effects from everyday
experiences of the acoustics environments to understand characteristics of the perceived
acoustic environments. Concepts they put forward such as ‘sound door’ and ‘sound lock’
can be further explored.
Soundscape research methods and acoustic concepts should be intertwined in teaching
and learning. Bloom introduces the idea that the cognitive process of learning at undergraduate level moves from understanding and application to analysis and evaluation [27].
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Integrating building acoustics with architectural education, an aural scale with different
levels of learning should also be created to build progressive learning of the subject. An
architectural design process often involves site inventory, conceptual design, visualisation, and technical resolution. Milo [1] proposes that acoustic design education should
be informed by both soundscape and architectural acoustics involving listening practices,
designing technical solutions, and critical reflections on design practices. Truax [28] emphasises that acoustic design cannot be considered separately from other environmental
Sustainability 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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design is technical solutions enabling students to identify acoustic problems and apply
basic technical strategies from examples of common practices on technical details that
reduce passage sounds and different types of acoustic materials.
Synthesis of both qualitative and quantitative knowledge of acoustic environments
is the educational objective of acoustic design at Level 6. Specific soundscape concepts or
acoustic design aspects can be explored with simulation and narrative inquiries, to enable
students to identify acoustic problems and test proposed acoustic design solutions. We
arranged two half-day workshops in Projects 3 and 4 to train students to use I-Simpa. Most
of them could manage to use the software following the workshop steps. However, the
software can only handle relatively simple geometrical configurations, which limits what
students can accomplish with it (Figure 4). Compared with the simulated data, students
were more excited by the visualised acoustic contour maps and animations. The simulation
tool in this sense can be introduced as a communication tool, as well as an analytical tool.
The challenge will be the training of the software and timescale. One opportunity we see is
a collaborative education project with sound engineering students.
Another challenge faced by educators is the lack of comprehensive and designorientated teaching materials. One of the most commonly used handbooks of architectural
acoustics is the one by Long [29]. It is scientifically oriented, with limited practical guidance. The later publication by Ermann [30] has relatively more visual illustration and
construction details. However, these are not giving enough precedents and design context
for readers to better understand acoustics from the design perspective. The most recent
book by Patel [31] offers a good range of case studies and a summary of acoustic design
principles of each type of buildings with rich visual information. However, the analysis of
precedents is descriptive and generic and, therefore, has not provided in-depth information
on construction details, materials, and their acoustic properties. The introduction to different
innovative acoustic materials and projects by Adams [32] is also a visually engaged reference
that needs further interpretation on the construction details. These books offer a structure for
acoustic design education whilst a balance between the conceptual design ideas and acoustic
engineering in the teaching practice needs to be managed to respond to the learning levels
and educational objectives.
In summary, soundscape studies started with a focus on outdoor settings, but the
related concepts are attractive for students working in design-related disciplines of the built
environment in general, and the most recent research trends indeed show the perceptual
approach promoted by the soundscape community to emerge as a theme also in indoor
contexts [33–35]. A general gap between academia and practice in soundscape studies
has been already acknowledged in the past [36]. To address this gap, higher education
professionals will have to gather such empirical evidence and theoretical models emerging
from scientific literature and translate it into suitable learning and teaching materials for
undergraduate students with different training frameworks and backgrounds.
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